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CLARCOR Industrial Air Brings Back the DustHog® Brand with a Fresh, New Look
April 13, 2016 – CLARCOR Industrial Air now includes the United Air Specialists (UAS)
business and as UAS celebrates their 50th year in business, the DustHog brand will be back,
and with a great, new logo. Although UAS has continued to provide dust collection equipment,
it has been a little over a decade since the DustHog brand was actively used. Today,
customers still refer to the product line as DustHog, and there is no better compliment to a
product portfolio.
During the recent National UAS Representative Sales Meeting in Cincinnati the new DustHog
logo was unveiled and the response was overwhelming. The CLARCOR Industrial Air
distribution partners were excited to
share the news with customers, many
taking DustHog decals back to their
offices to adhere to their walls.
CLARCOR Industrial Air customers
know DustHog stands for quality and
performance. People in the industry
trust the engineering and technology that goes into building each DustHog. Customers love the
DustHog name and bringing it back as the business celebrates their 50th year in business is
significant.
“Customers routinely call us asking for DustHog products, yet we haven’t sold these collectors
under this brand name for over a decade,” said Brian Vancrum, Industrial Filtration General
Manager with CLARCOR Industrial Air. “This is the finest endorsement of a product brand and
we were keen to develop an updated logo and get the brand back on our dust collectors.”
The DustHog dust collection equipment features even a greater breadth of media technologies
such as BHA® Preveil®, BHA PulsePleat®, ProTura® and genuine UAS® replacement filters.
The range of technologies help to ensure the dust collection solution is most effective for the
customers’ specific application and dust collection needs.
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The product has always remained top of the line equipment, the technology and features didn’t
change, only continued to improve. Bringing the DustHog brand back is a celebration of this
industry leading product line. Visit our website to find the breadth of products offered under the
DustHog name, www.DustHog.com.
About CLARCOR Industrial Air
Optimize the performance and profitability of your plant, manufacturing operation, or product through the
expertise of CLARCOR Industrial Air. CLARCOR Industrial Air reintroduced the BHA brand, the
industry's most well-known and respected name – widely recognized for a broad range of air filtration
products as well as in-depth customer knowledge and service capabilities. We design, test and
manufacture industrial air filters engineered for use in heavy industry applications such as rock dust,
power generation, manufacturing and metal production for in-process dust collection and air pollution
control.
United Air Specialists (UAS) is now part of CLARCOR Industrial Air, the same company that provides
BHA aftermarket filtration products. The combined business brings you better technology, products and
service. CLARCOR Industrial Air is committed to providing clean air solutions that protect employees,
improve plant performance and enable you to realize your operating goals by delivering systems that
remove mist, smoke and fumes from industrial processes as well as superior filtration products. For
more information visit www.uasinc.com.
With nearly 50 years’ experience, our experts have in-depth customer knowledge and service
capabilities which help you improve your operation and achieve your operating goals. We are here to
provide you with answers, training, and a quick response, beyond delivery. For more information, visit
www.CLARCORindustrialair.com.
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